CASE STUDY

K.F.I. gives the Arcese warehouse the perfect voice with Vocollect
vocal systems
COMPANY: ARCESE

ARCESE IN NUMBERS
•
•
•
•

560 million euro turnover in 2012
70 sites and a worldwide network
2.000 employees
500.000 m² of warehouse storage

In the past few years, the automotive industry has
been experiencing difficulties due to registered
losses. In Italy, the high costs related to car
maintenance continue to influence purchases
negatively even though the producers’ range of
new models is ever increasing. This is why, today,
the attention of car producers tends to concentrate
more and more on the management of assets in
warehouses and distribution centres.
Arcese has been collaborating with companies
in various fields as a strategic partner for the
outsourcing of logistics (storing, warehousing

etc…). The example of Arcese Trasporti and the
implementation of the Vocollect Voice system
for one of the main brands in the car industry is
a great one to show how it is possible to reduce
management costs of a warehouse and to optimize
the supply chain.
WHO IS ARCESE
Arcese Trasporti was founded in 1966 and in
over 40 years of activity, has gone from a simple
transport company to an advanced logistics
operator which is integrated over the entire
supply chain. Today the Arcese Group includes 56
companies operating in transport, logistics and
real estate and offers a wide range of high addedvalue services: road and rail freight, air and sea
freight and logistics. Arcese’s customers operate
in various fields: automobile, paper industry,
fashion, chemicals, technology. These are some
of the businesses with which the company has
invested and, in so doing, developed a range of
high-profile professional competences.
Arcese relies on a solid network of contributors and
commercial partners worldwide. With over 2.000
employees and a large transport fleet, Arcese is
one of the main private logistics operators in
Europe and amongst the top 10 in Italy.
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improve the logistic service for its client, Ford,
the world leader in the automotive sector, both in
terms of quality and in terms of productivity. The
partnership between the two companies started at
the end of the 80s and matured in 2000 with the
launch of PDC (Parts Distribution Centre) for Ford
Italia on the Castel San Pietro site.

The real strength of the group is the union
of the three divisions operating in constant
collaboration to give customers the best support
by offering solutions integrated through the whole
logistic chain: from import/export via sea or air,
to distribution centres or inbound warehouse
management, to distribution to final customer
and to international transport (FTL, Groupage and
Intermodale).
The Castel San Pietro Terme site, near Bologna,
is one of the main logistic platforms of the Arcese
Group in Italy dedicated to activities of multi-client
Integrated Logistics and Road Freight (domestic/
international). The hub includes various dedicated
and multi-client warehouses, custom warehouses
and offers services of packaging, inbound and
outbound, document logistics and e-commerce.
All this on a total area of 128.000 m², 50.000 m² of
warehouse, 20.000 m² of shelved area, 37 loading
bays, 30.000 picking spots. On site, working over
three shifts a day, there are 35 pickers, 4 shipment
operators, and a supervisor for a total of 1.800.000
picking lines a year.
THE CHALLENGE
IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF LOGISTICS FOR
FORD
One of Arcese’s priorities was the necessity to
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The activities linked to the Ford spare parts business
include reception and registration, ventilation and
boxing, stock withdrawal, rush and referral and
packing and shipping. Before the introduction
of the vocal solution, the issues concerning
the management of the various activities in the
warehouse were different. The time wasted during
the phases of paper withdrawal and of application
of labels requested by the customer was becoming
substantial, the management system could give
no real-time information on stock and there was
a definite need to reduce inversion and quantity
errors and their eventual penalties.
With the objective of reducing or removing any
warehouse management issues for Ford, and
increasing the productivity and quality of its logistic
service, the end of 2012 saw the introduction of a
picking solution with the Vocollect Voice system.
Preparation tasks through the hand-free vocal
system were considered ideal to guarantee higher
profits in terms of operation and reduction of
errors. The thrilling possibility of personalisation
of the operation was a strong incentive towards
an innovative but flexible solution that could
be inserted within an already well-functioning
context.
THE SOLUTION
After a first analysis of the solutions on the market,
the choice fell on K.F.I., the leader in Italy in the
implementation of Vocollect vocal solutions, with
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a track record of over 130 installations and 5.000
users. K.F.I. worked in close partnership with the
logistic partners and with Arcese’s IT department
to give life to this highly stable, scalable and
flexible solution and deliver the operation results
promised while also maintaining a high level of
working comfort for the operators.
After an examination of the logistic process and the
host system interface, K.F.I. chose to implement
the Vocollect Voice solution. At the beginning
of 2013, the first release was ready which was
tested by a team of pickers and, with whom, areas
for improvement were identified. After the first
testing period, area managers were trained (in
one month) and following them, the full personnel,
40 operators split in groups of 4-5. Two picking
trips with a mentor were normally sufficient for
operators to become fully autonomous. After a
second release, and having made any fine-tuning
modifications to the warehouse management
programme, all operators began using the vocal
system in May 2013.
“K.F.I. provided us with the best assistance and
consultancy during the design and implementation
of the Vocollect solution. We are very pleased to
have chosen a reliable partner with a magnitude
of experience in installing voice technology who
could seamlessly integrate vocal processes within
pre-existent operative dynamics” said Fabio
Pinardi – Arcese Project Engineering Coordinator
for the Logistic Division. “The Vocollect system
completely satisfies our expectations: in just
a few months we have reduced errors and time
wasting tasks, while also increasing productivity
and performance. Our warehouse is now as
smooth as clockwork and our operative excellence
has improved significantly.”

THE RESULTS
HIGHER ACCURACY OF PACKING LISTS
Switching the process from manual to automatic
concerning association of picking line to every
parcel shipped, has removed the errors of packing
list creation. This has undoubtedly increased the
level of service perceived by Arcese’s clients.

WORK FLOW DIGITALIZATION
The replenishment request, first manual and
subjective, was replaced by a control system that
was administrated by the operator’s answers to
on-site stock.
BETTER MANAGEMENT OF WORKLOAD
Because live data on the status of pickings is now
received, area managers can intervene to integrate
or move staff on site even during the day.
Reduction of inversion and quantity errors
With the increase of pickings done by voice system,
the claims received from customers for noncompliance have gradually decreased.
GENERAL IMPROVEMENT OF PERFORMANCE
AND INCREASE OF GLOBAL AND INDIVIDUAL
PRODUCTIVITY
The positive impact of the use of Vocollect Voice
on productivity was already visible in the first few
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months after the training phase. Considering the
positive trend, further improvements in terms of
higher concentration and shorter waiting times on
order flows are to be forecast.
VOICE RESULTS
OBJECTIVES
• Increase the productivity and quality of
logistic services
• Reduce the risks and claims from
customers
• Increase individual performance of
operators
APPLICATION
• Picking

INSTALLATION
• Solution Vocollect Voice®
• 27 Talkman A500
• 54 Batteries Talkman T5
• 44 Headsets SR-20 Talkman
• 27 Vocollect Voice Client T5
• 27 Voice Console
RESULTS
• Improvement of global and individual
performance
• Greater attention
• Reduction of inversion and quantity error
ROI
• 12 months

ABOUT K.F.I.
K.F.I. S.r.l. is a leader in integrated solutions
in the traceability and codification of products
during all phases of Supply Chain management:
Production, Logistics and Distribution. K.F.I. is a
systems integrator that accompanies its clients
in the choice of advanced technology solutions
during all phases of project development, from
analysis to planning, maintenance to post sales
assistance. The Head Office is in Binasco (Milan) –
with branches in Italy (Rome, Bologna, Pordenone)
- and the new subsidiary in Turkey (KFITurk,
Istanbul). K.F.I. is a strategic partner that can offer
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software, hardware and financial solutions with an
all-in formula for Auto-ID technologies, Mobile
& Wireless, Voice, RFid and Electronic Certified
Payment Systems.
K.F.I. manufactures in Italy and sells printing and
sticking systems and thermic printing OEM (Bucket
and Kiosk) systems all over the world. K.F.I.
distributes and integrates products and solutions
developed by global brand world leaders: Zebra
Technologies, Honeywell AIDC and Vocollect by
Honeywell.
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